
Frequently Asked Questions  

Do people need to have a wristband to attend the event ?  
The canalside, Henry St Car Park, pub car-parks and of course the drive in parade are all  free access 
areas.  People can also park at Rugby Club or  High School for free but if they want to use the bus, visit 
the main event field, the village hall, the Methodist church or Maple Lodge they will need their 
wristband.  We do need to encourage people to buy a wristband; too many “free” visitors who simply 
wander the village centre could have an impact on our finances. We will put a wristband sales point at 
Market Car Park from 10 till 1pm to encourage people to buy even though it is a free area.  It will save 
them queuing elsewhere. 

Where can you buy a programme ?  
Trick question. They are free and will be available at every pay point and from volunteers in village 
centre and at canal. They contain the all-important map and venue rundown.   

Where can you buy a wristband ?  
At any of those paid entry points plus the car parks plus Market Car Park . Also in advance from box 
office –Pepper St – to be encouraged to alleviate queuing.. 

How many people are we expecting ?  
Weather dependent – Last year we had 4,500 payers + plus at least another 2,000 who were either 
exhibitors or on free tickets or never went to a paid area. We are equipped for at least  a 20% increase 
on that number.  

What about disabled parking ?  
Extra places on Davies Way and Pepper St, Mayfield View.  

Disabled parking at park and rides but no wheelchair access. 

Also mobility scooters for hire (£5) on main field. Disabled access boat trips.  

Read MAPS/ACCESS page of website lymmtransport.org.uk to understand thoroughly.  

How do the buses work ?  
Two dedicated buses for each car park (Rugby Club and High School)  shuttling continuously all day.  Bus 
stop is opposite Sainsburys on  Rectory Lane . running from approx. 9.45 till at least 5.15pm. bus trip and 
parking included in wristband price.   

Is anything happening on Saturday ?  
Boats will be here .. Traction engines will be arriving. This is likely to draw more people than usual to the 
canal but it is not part of the official event. It is not advertised and not marshalled.   

What are the major challenges we need to look out for?  
1. Visitors behaving as if all roads are closed- encourage them to use pavements especially on 

Pepper St. 
2. The approach to May Queen field – could become congested especially 11.00 till 12 and we also 

need to separate vehicles and people. We will have large numbers of marshalls in place in these 
areas at this time. 

3. Canal at 4.30 for sail past – likely to be very busy. Marshalls encourage people to use both sides 
and spread people along.  

4. Orderly departure from the field of all vehicles and people from 4.40pm on. We need a good 
team of people for this operation to be efficient and safe – with complete separation of 
pedestrians and vehicles by releasing in batches.  

 

  



VOLUNTEER NOTES – Transport Day 2016 June 26th  

  V.C. = Venue co-ordinator 

 Whatever your particular job please try and read the programme and take a look at the website in 

advance so you are able to help visitors by directing them and answering their questions. 

 Please try and arrive 10 minutes early . If everyone sticks to that you may be able to leave your early.  

 On arrival find your  V.C.and sign in. Needed for insurance.  Wear a Hi-vis jacket. Sign out when you leave.  

 If there is anything you need to know in advance please contact your V.C.  or alanlymm@gmail.com 

 Everyone is vital. We have no “slack”. Any non-appearance will cause a problem. If for some reason you 

can’t make it after all please give us as much notice as possible and try to  find some-one to replace you. 

 Having said that you may not always be busy. If you think you really are superfluous please check with 

your Venue Co-ordinator before standing down.  

 If you feel able to offer more time check in at an time at the EVENT MARQUEE  on the main field – near 

the music stage.  We may be grateful for further help in other areas.  

 We all have a shared responsibility for health and safety. If  you see what you think is a hazard deal with it 

or draw it to the venue co-ordinator’s attention.  

 In the unlikely event of an incident then we are sure you will use common sense to assist but be ready to 

quickly escalate so that others can take action. All accidents/incidents need to go in an accident book so 

please report everything to .. you’ve guessed it your V.C. 

 Follow the same advice we are all given in relation to traffic collisions.  Deal with it calmly but don’t get 

into either attributing or accepting “blame” in the heat of the moment. Leave it to the insurers to sort 

out. Anything said at the time can simply complicate matters.  

 If you know anyone else who may help it’s not too late to sign up . Ask them to call Alan 754080.  

 Truecare Medical  are on field and at canalside. 

 Lost Children.  If possible two adults stay with child. Notify V.C.  If on field notify Event tent for an 

announcement. If off field give it at least 20 minutes before resorting to bringing to Event Marquee.   

 Every volunteer is entitled to TWO wristbands for general entry to the event. One for the themselves and 

one for a guest.  

 Please take a couple of minutes  to read the Disabled Access section of the MAPS/ACCESS page of 

lymmtransport.org.uk so that you are able to answer questions on parking and other facilities.  

 If you are involved in taking cash there is a separate document you need to read and be clear on.  If you 

have not received one please email requesting as we prefer not to publish it.  alanlymm@gmail.com 

 There will be thank you party for all volunteers (FREE) and partners (£4) and children (£2)  on Sunday July 

10th  3pm at the Bridgewater club on Whitbarrow Road.  

USEFUL CONTACT NUMBERS ON THE DAY   

AW Alan Williams 07540 096282 alanlymm@gmail.com Event Director 

DW Deb Willacy 07831 210117 debwillacy@yahoo.co.uk Field Gates & Logistics  

JP John Parry  07940 125709 johnparry13@btinternet.com Main Event Field Manager  

H&S Lynnette Crossley  07812 347813 lynnettecrossley@hotmail.com Health and Safety  

 
??? 

  
Canal Managers  

CA Chris Adamson 07841 871398 David.adamson@btinternet.com Steam Section  

RT Rob Tucker  07709 955781 robt793@hotmail.co.uk Drive in / Village Centre  till 11am  

SW Shaun Willacy 07976 830284 shaunwillacy@yahoo.co.uk Vehicles on Field 
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